
WHY

MCGILL?

THE ROLE OF STUDENT MEDIA IN ACTIVISM

Raising awareness about

particular cases

Explaining and clarifying policies

that impact students

Acting as a forum for students to

share perspectives on what's

happening at McGill

The student press plays a major role

in student activism against gender

and sexual violence. In my research, I

witnessed three main ways that 

 student journalism fit into larger

activist networks.

1.

2.

3.

STUDENT MEDIA

Student media exists in a unique

space. Coverage by student

journalists is conducted differently

from the majority of traditional news

outlets in a number of ways. 

For example:

– Student journalists are often

reporting on issues that they are

directly impacted by

– Student media often challenges

major ideas of objectivity and

journalist integrity

– Student journalists and activists

across campuses often share

resources and knowledge
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Student papers are vital sources of information

and raise awareness about important cases on

and around campus. Articles like this one in Le

Delit about David Aird, a SSMU executive who

resigned after widespread accusations of sexual

violence, help students stay informed and call

attention to activist movements fighting sexual

violence.

INTRODUCTION

The student media is a major space

for news, discourse and education

among students on university

campuses, specifically in regards to

social justice issues. This project

involved an examination of the

student press to better understand

cultures around gender and sexual

violence activism at McGill.

to understand how the student

press covers gender violence on

campus and responses to it

to examine how members of and

contributors to the student press

conceive of their work and labour

around values of social change

and social justice

to identify the specific strategies

that students use to conduct

student reporting.

We pursued three main objectives:

1.

2.

3.

While most campuses have one

major newspaper, McGill has a

diverse media landscape including

three major newspapers, multiple

magazines and independent

publications, and radio.  These

diverse media outlets provide us

with a ground for comparison and

allow us to see conversations

happening across platforms.

 McGill is also situated within the

larger Montreal activist culture. As

a city housing four major

universities, Montreal has a large

student activist culture. Witnessing

conversations and collaborations

across multiple campuses allows

us to learn more about both how

this type of activism functions on

all campuses and the unique

position of McGill.

TRENDS IN COVERAGE

The three major papers at McGill have

different approaches to covering

gender and sexual violence (and

related issues). 

The differences in student press

coverage amount outlets allow readers

and researchers to get a broad

perspective on gender and sexual

violence at McGill. These diverse

modes of coverage ensure that a wide

variety of perspectives, events, and

issues are represented.

Due to the constraints of working

within a research poster, it should be

noted that this is not an exhaustive list

or full analysis of each paper's

coverage.

TECHNOLOGIES OF SOCIAL

CHANGE IN THE STUDENT

PRESS AND STUDENT

MEDIA CULTURE

An overview of student media coverage regarding gender and sexual violence

(and related issues) and its place in wider conversations surrounding gender

and sexual violence on university campuses
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McGill and organizations within it have a

number of policies surrounding gender and

sexual violence. Sometimes, these policies can

be hard for students to find, difficult to

understand, or otherwise inaccessible.

Explainers, like this one in The McGill Tribune

about the Involvement Restriction Policy, make

policies more accessible for students and allow

them to be better informed when getting

involved in activist efforts.  

Focus on events in Quebec and

France

Coverage on gender and sexual

violence became consistent

around 2012

Articles about gender and

sexual violence most frequently

appear in the news section

Often covers events occurring

at UQAM as well as events in

McGill

Tends to have a more diverse

range of political perspectives

than other outlets

Political coverage typically

focuses on events across

Canada and internationally

Coverage on gender and sexual

violence has been consistent

since at least the 1980s

Open letters and op-eds from

survivors and others impacted

by sexual violence are common

Frequent coverage of social-

justice-oriented campus and

community groups

Political coverage typically

focuses on events across North

America, with some

international coverage

Coverage on gender and sexual

violence has been consistent

since at least the 1980s

Consistent coverage on student

government events and issues

and strong focus on student life

and McGill-specific issues,

More consistent coverage of

graduate student and student

worker issues than other

campus media outlets

The student press frequently acts as a forum

for students to share perspectives and thoughts

on what is happening at McGill, often in the

form of op-eds, open letters, and editorials.

Articles from different papers or within the

same paper frequently exist in conversation

with one another or respond to

communications from McGill administration.

This article from The McGill Daily represents

one student's perspective on the sexual

violence course It Takes All of Us.


